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Aerial Yoga Hammock set

Price 59.00 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 48 hours

Producer code AYH

Product description
5m, 6m, 7m long aerial yoga hammocks are perfect for living in a block of flats (2m
Choosing a yoga hammock to fit in a room:

We have created 3 aerial hammock kits of different lengths as standard:

•    5m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 2-2.5m
•    6m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 2.5-3m
•    7m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 3-3.5m
•    for high rooms (over 3.5 m), we recommend buying an extension belt

What's included in the kit:

•    1 or 2 large 2.5kN steel connectors (depending on the selected option)
•    5m of material tied at the ends to allow it to be suspended

If you do not have a suitable suspension place at home, the only thing you need is a CEILING MOUNT.

Colors of aerial yoga hammocks:

The design also matters, so we are constantly trying to increase the color range of our hammocks. After all, it's good to match
your hammock to the interior design of your home. We currently offer the following colors: cornflower, black, violet, turquoise,
emerald, red, white, lime, light pink and silver.

Specification:

It is also worth knowing what we exercise on. The minimum value of the static load that our hammocks can withstand is 1200
kg. Assuming a safety factor of 10: 1 for acrobatic exercises - the dynamic load is 120 kg. In practice, two adults can use the
aerial yoga hammock without fear. Our hammocks are characterized by a slight longitudinal stretch, which decreases with
use, and greater flexibility in the transverse direction. The material is produced in Poland, it is 100% polyamide. Material
width: 225 cm (+ -5 cm). Aerial hammocks are tested in accordance with the following standard: PN-EN ISO 13934-1: 2013-07,
and additionally under normal working conditions.

Storage and maintenance:

The material can be washed in a washing machine, before that, you need to remove all accessories (figure eight, connector,
swivel). Washing at 40 ° C without fabric softener. For optimal storage, aerial yoga hammocks should be kept in dry places at
room temperature and the material should not come into contact with rough and sharp edges and tools.

Please remember to suspend the hammock safely, so that it is able to withstand a multiple of the weight of the exercising
person: 3 times for static exercises and 12 times for dynamic exercises.
 

This product has additional options:

Hammock - fabric lenght: 4 m , 5 m , 6 m , 7 m
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Hammock - color: ashen grey , black , cherry , emerald , graphite , intensive green , lavender , light blue , navy blue , ocean
blue , pink , purple
Hammock - carabiner: 1 pc. , 2 pcs.
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